Here is an ideal way for the engineer or physicist with some aptitude for writing to enter the field of advanced electronics. In this relatively new and expanding area you can make immediate and effective use of your academic training while acquiring additional experience.

Hughes Research and Development Laboratories are engaged in a continuing program for design and manufacture of integrated radar and fire control systems in military all-weather interceptor aircraft. Engineers who produce the maintenance and operational handbooks for this equipment work directly with engineers and scientists engaged in development of radar fire control systems, electronic computers, and other advanced electronic systems and devices.

Your effort in the field of engineering writing through these publications transmits information to other engineers and technical personnel on operation, maintenance and modification of Hughes equipment in the field.

You will receive additional training in the Laboratories at full pay to become familiar with Hughes equipment. Seminars are conducted by publications specialists to orient new writers. After-hours graduate courses under Company sponsorship are available at nearby universities.

**Hughes Research and Development Laboratories**

**Scientific and Engineering Staff**

Calver City, Los Angeles County, California

**Books**

**Tables of Integral Transforms, Vol. II**

Edited by A. Erdélyi with the Bateman Project Staff McGraw-Hill, 1954 $8.00

This is the second of two volumes of tables of integrals involving higher transcendental functions, designed for the use of mathematicians, physicists and engineers. Based, in part, on notes left by the late Harry Bateman, Caltech Professor of Mathematics, Theoretical Physics, and Aeronautics, the material was compiled by the staff of the Bateman Manuscript Project.

This project was originally conceived by Dr. Bateman. After his death in 1946, Caltech, with the financial support of the Office of Naval Research, assumed responsibility for carrying out Bateman’s plans. A. Erdélyi, Caltech Professor of Mathematics, supervised preparation and editing of the work. His staff consisted of Professor Wilhelm Magnus of New York University; Professor Fritz Oberhettinger of the American University in Washington; Professor Francesco G. Tricomi of the University of Turin, Italy; and several younger mathematicians.

The project consists of five books: three volumes on *Higher Transcendental Functions*, and two supplementary volumes on *Tables of Integral Transforms*.

These books carry out Bateman’s objective of compiling an encyclopedic reference work describing the properties and interrelations of special functions, bringing together for the first time information previously scattered through numerous journals and books.

**Engineering Cybernetics**

by H. S. Tien

McGraw-Hill, 1954 $6.50

Dr. Tien is Robert H. Goddard Professor of Jet Propulsion at Caltech’s Daniel and Florence Guggenheim Jet Propulsion Center. In this text and reference work—developed for a course on Theory of Stability and Control—he aims to place the study of Engineering Cybernetics on an equal footing with other, older branches of engineering science such as Fluid Mechanics, Elasticity, and Theory of Vibration.